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The proposed salary range for the class is $1,719.29 - $2,089.88 per
month. The salary is the same as the Librarian I class because
the qualifications and responsibility level are the same for both
classes. It is proposed that this classification be placed in the
Professional Unit of Local 39 due to the camparable nature of the
class with other classifications within the unit.
d. Book Shelver
A Book Shelver will perform manual moving and shelving of library
books and other materials. During the classification study, the
most recurrent problem expressed by employees at all levels in the
branch libraries was the need for dependable help to shelve
books and other library materials. In most branches, book shelving
has been done by paraprofessional and professional staff. The Book
Shelver class will eliminate the need to for highly paid staff to
simply shelve books. The class will be exempt and unrepresented
because all positions are limited to assignments which will not exceed
1040 hours per year.
The proposed salary for the classification is the minimum wage
applicable to public sector employees, which is currently $3.35 per
hour. This is the same rate which the County of Sacramento has
proposed for the class of Book Shelver.
e. Library Equipment Service Technician
The one City position which is currently classified as a Bookmobile
Driver-Clerk has evolved over the past several years into a new
position which involves the repair and maintenance of automated library
catalog reader equipment and the performance of minor service work on
other equipment such as microfilm readers, reader printers, etc. The
position has evolved this way because the library system has not
used bookmobiles since 1975. As technology increases, there will
be an even greater need for technicians to repair library equipment.
The proposed salary range for the class is $1,675.79 - $2,037.01 per
month which is the same salary range as Parking Meter Repair Worker, a
class which is similar in responsibility level and qualifications. It
is proposed that this classification be placed in the Office and
Technical Unit of Local 39 due to the comparable nature of the class
with other classifications within the unit.
II. REVISED AND RETITLED CLASSIFICATIONS:
a. Minority Services Librarian to Librarian III - Minority Services
Coordinator
The classification of Minority Services Librarian has been revised
and retitled to Librarian III - Minority Services Coordinator. The
Minority Services Librarian will remain at the Librarian III
salary range; the retitling will simply provide consistency within
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